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In the chaos of World War II, having lost everything, Polish teenagers
Helena and Luzyna Grabowski are shipped to a refugee camp in Persia.
When they hear that orphans are being selected for relocation to New
Zealand, Helena is filled with hope - until she learns only her younger
sister has a place. On the morning she is to be transported, Luzyna fails
to join the chosen group, and Helena goes in her stead. But the horrors
of war, and her guilt at abandoning her sister, follow her on the journey
across the sea and blind her to the devotion of James, a charming, heroic
young Allied pilot. If Helena can let go and dare to hope again, she may
finally step out of the long shadow of her past to find a future made
whole.
Memory and Oblivion - Paloma Sanchez-Garnica 2018-11-13
Paloma Sánchez-Garnica's first novel to be translated into English is a
beautiful, harrowing, and illuminating story of family betrayals and a last
chance for forgiveness. Carlota Molina has a brilliant career as a judge in
Madrid, the respect of her peers, and an independent life. But it's a life
still haunted by the specter of a father she's been estranged from for
decades. Then one day Carlota gets a phone call from a familial stranger-her half sister, Julia--with an impassioned request. After years of pain
and distance, Carlota's father, Clemente, wants to see her before he
dies...and to settle the past. Seizing on the opportunity to confront all her
disillusions, Carlota begins to unravel the lies and deception in her family
history. Some secrets she knows, and some secrets she has yet to
discover. It is up to Carlota to decide how much of a mark she will let
those secrets leave.
Titiritess - Xerardo Quintiá 2007-09-21
Titiritess is a princess of the kingdom of Daybeforeyesterday, but instead
of the good marriage and life of refinement that her parents have
planned for her, she would prefer a life of adventure with another
beautiful princess as her companion.
On the Edge - Rafael Chirbes 2016-01-25
On the Edge is a monumental fresco of a brutal contemporary Spain in
free fall On the Edge opens with the discovery of a rotting corpse in the
marshes on the outskirts of Olba, Spain—a town wracked by despair
after the burst of the economic bubble, and a microcosm of a world of
defeat, debt, and corruption. Stuck in this town is Esteban—his small
factory bankrupt, his investments stolen by a “friend,” and his unloved
father, a mute invalid, entirely his personal burden. Much of the novel
unfolds in Esteban’s raw and tormented monologues. But other voices
resound from the wreckage—soloists stepping forth from the choir—and
their words, sharp as knives, crowd their terse, hypnotic monologues of
ruin, prostitution, and loss. Chirbes alternates this choir of voices with a
majestic third-person narration, injecting a profound and moving lyricism
and offering the hope that a new vitality can emerge from the putrid
swamps. On the Edge, even as it excoriates, pulsates with robust life, and
its rhythmic, torrential style marks the novel as an indelible masterpiece.
Operation Massacre - Rodolfo Walsh 2013-08-27
1956. Argentina has just lost its charismatic president Juán Perón in a
military coup, and terror reigns across the land. June 1956: eighteen
people are reported dead in a failed Peronist uprising. December 1956:
sometime journalist, crime fiction writer, studiedly unpoliticized chess
aficionado Rodolfo Walsh learns by chance that one of the executed
civilians from a separate, secret execution in June, is alive. He hears that
there may be more than one survivor and believes this unbelievable story
on the spot. And right there, the monumental classic Operation Massacre
is born. Walsh made it his mission to find not only the survivors but
widows, orphans, political refugees, fugitives, alleged informers, and
anonymous heroes, in order to determine what happened that night,
sending him on a journey that took over the rest of his life. Originally
published in 1957, Operation Massacre thoroughly and breathlessly

A Heart So White - Javier Marías 2013-03-26
Winner of the IMPAC Dublin Award, and widely considered Javier
Marías's masterpiece, A Heart So White is a breathtaking novel about
family secrets that chronicles the relentless power of the past. Juan
knows little of the interior life of his father Ranz; but when Juan marries,
he begins to consider the past anew, and begins to ponder what he
doesn't really want to know. Secrecy--its possible convenience, its price,
and even its civility--hovers throughout the novel. A Heart So White
becomes a sort of anti-detective story of human nature. Intrigue; the sins
of the father; the fraudulent and the genuine; marriage and strange
repetitions of violence: Marías elegantly sends shafts of inquisitory light
into shadows and onto the costs of ambivalence.
The Lone Woman - Bernardo Atxaga 2012-11-30
Irene is 37 years old and just out of prison after serving time for terrorist
activities. Deciding to return home to Bilbao, she takes a bus journey
across Spain, striking up conversations with the passengers who include
two plainclothes policemen. As the journey progresses, so the tension
builds.
Nightbird - Alice Hoffman 2016-03-08
Bestselling author Alice Hoffman’s bewitching Nightbird is perfect for
ages 10-13: love and friendship empower a lonely girl to embrace her
uniqueness and discover her strengths. Twig lives in Sidwell, where
people whisper that fairy tales are real. After all, her town is rumored to
hide a monster. And two hundred years ago, a witch placed a curse on
Twig’s family that was meant to last forever. But this summer, everything
will change when the red moon rises. It’s time to break the spell. Praise
Nominated for: The Great Stone Face Award (NH) Rebecca Caudill
Young Readers’ Book Award (Illinois) The Black-Eyed Susan Book Award
(Maryland) “Hoffman reminds us that there are secrets everywhere . . .
Nightbird soars.” —The New York Times “Alice Hoffman has a gift for
melding magic and realism in a way that makes nearly anything seem
possible.” —Shelf Awareness, Starred “The mix of romance and magic is
irresistible.” —Kirkus Reviews What Other Authors Are Saying “I love the
way Alice Hoffman creates the most ordinary people and then turns their
lives magical. . . . [Nightbird] is like reentering a wonderful dream that
you vaguely remember.” —Lois Lowry, two-time Newbery Medal–winning
author of The Giver
Alice's Island - Daniel Sánchez Arévalo 2019-04-16
A happily married woman's perfect life shatters when her husband turns
up dead hundreds of miles away from where he should have been, and
she suddenly discovers that there was a part of him she knew nothing
about. Alice Dupont’s perfect marriage was a perfect lie. When her
husband, Chris, dies in a car accident, far from where he should have
been, Alice’s life falls apart. After the police close the case, she is left
with more questions than answers. While learning to cope with her loss
and her new identity as a single mother of two, Alice becomes obsessed
with unraveling the mystery surrounding her husband’s death and
decides to start her own investigation. Retracing her husband's last
known whereabouts, she soon discovers clues that lead her to a small
island near Nantucket. As she insinuates herself into the lives of the
island’s inhabitants in an effort to discover what they knew about her
husband, Alice finds herself increasingly involved in their private lives
and comes to a disturbing realization: she has been transformed into a
person she no longer recognizes. In seeking an answer to what her
husband was doing before he died, Alice discovers not only a side of him
she never knew, but sides of her own character she has never explored.
Part mystery, part moving family drama, part psychological page-turner,
Alice’s Island is a novel whose vivid characters hold the reader rapt right
up until the final page.
A Hope at the End of the World - Sarah Lark 2020
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recounts the night of the execution and its fallout.
Red Queen - Juan Gomez-Jurado 2023-02-02
Red Queen is the launch of Juan Gómez-Jurado's internationally
bestselling serial killer thriller trilogy which has become a literary
phenomenon in Spain
Healing Homosexuality - Joseph Nicolosi 1997-11
Albert - The Little Boy Within; Tom - The Married Man; Father John - The
Double Life; Charlie - The Search for the Masculine Self; Dan - The
Angriest Man; Steve - The Seeker of Male Symbols; Edward - Agony of a
Youth; Roger - "Do I Really Want to Be Here?"; Men Together - How
Group Therapy Heals; How Reparative Therapy Works.
Tru & Nelle - G. Neri 2016-03-01
Long before they became famous writers, Truman Capote (In Cold Blood)
and Harper Lee (To Kill a Mockingbird) were childhood friends in
Monroeville, Alabama. This fictionalized account of their time together
opens at the beginning of the Great Depression, when Tru is seven and
Nelle is six. They love playing pirates, but they like playing Sherlock and
Watson-style detectives even more. It’s their pursuit of a case of
drugstore theft that lands the daring duo in real trouble. Humor and
heartache intermingle in this lively look at two budding writers in the
1930s South.
The Death Committee - Noah Gordon 2012-06-05
The New York Times–bestselling author delivers “a big, authentic novel”
of the professional and personal challenges of three young doctors (The
New York Times). Three young men from different backgrounds have
graduated from medical schools and become surgical fellows at a leading
teaching hospital in Boston. They learn to become surgeons, to
communicate with patients and families, and to be observed and
appraised by their peers and professors on daily rounds. And each
month—sometimes with dry mouth and rapid pulse—each attends the
meeting of the Mortality Conference, known to all as the Death
Committee, which examines every patient loss for possible human error,
in order to prevent it from happening again. How the Death Committee
affects and is affected by the lives, loves, and ambitions of three new
doctors is the theme of this intriguing and profoundly moving novel.
Story of a Sociopath - Julia Navarro 2016-10-25
I’m scum. Yes, I always have been. . . . I know what I did, and what I
should have done. A spellbinding and provocative psychological thriller
that shows just how far a man will go to win the most enduring and
ruthless of games: the game of power. Raised in the upper echelons of
elite New York society, Thomas Spencer has never wanted for much. But
much is hardly enough for a man whose greatest satisfaction lies in
shattering the happiness of others. Thomas, the black sheep of his family,
harbors only resentment toward those closest to him for what they have
more of: good looks, good cheer, good social graces. But what Thomas
may lack in charm, he makes up for in cunning. And it is this that will
serve him best when he trades in his glittering world of privilege for a
chance to claw his way to the top—on his own terms, and at any cost. As
Thomas achieves fame and success as an ad man, he becomes ever more
deeply entrenched in an insidious underworld of media, politics, and
women, and an astonishing picture emerges of a complex, destructive
personality who will stop at nothing to get what he wants. Shameless and
electrifying, Story of a Sociopath illuminates the true nature of power
through the mind of a master psychological manipulator.
Aunt Julia and the Scriptwriter - Mario Vargas Llosa 2011-03-04
Mario Vargas Llosa's brilliant, multilayered novel is set in the Lima,
Peru, of the author's youth, where a young student named Marito is
toiling away in the news department of a local radio station. His young
life is disrupted by two arrivals. The first is his aunt Julia, recently
divorced and thirteen years older, with whom he begins a secret affair.
The second is a manic radio scriptwriter named Pedro Camacho, whose
racy, vituperative soap operas are holding the city's listeners in thrall.
Pedro chooses young Marito to be his confidant as he slowly goes insane.
Interweaving the story of Marito's life with the ever-more-fevered tales of
Pedro Camacho, Vargas Llosa's novel is hilarious, mischievous, and
masterful, a classic named one of the best books of the year by the New
York Times Book Review.
Animal Farm - George Orwell 2020-08-06
When the downtrodden animals of Manor Farm overthrow their master
Mr Jones and take over the farm themselves, they imagine it is the
beginning of a life of freedom and equality. But gradually a cunning,
ruthless elite, masterminded by the pigs Napoleon and Snowball, starts
to take control. Soon the other animals find themselves hopelessly
ensnared as one form of tyranny is replaced with another . . .
Palm Trees in the Snow - Luz Gabás 2015-10-20
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Letters from the past transport a young Spanish woman into the
mysterious lives of her father and her uncle during the waning years of
colonial rule in Guinea When Clarence comes upon a series of letters
from her family’s past, she starts to piece together the story of her
father’s travels with his brother, and she becomes curious about her
origins. Sifting through the clues and assembling the narrative, Clarence
embarks on a journey to the exotic African isle of Fernando Poo, where
the 2 brothers, Jacobo and Kilian, landed after fleeing their conventional,
safe lives in the Spanish Pyrenees. A secret rests at the heart of this tale
as it moves back and forth between generations and spaces. For
Clarence, in 2003, the life that Jacobo and Kilian created 50 years ago on
the island as 2 expatriate cocoa cultivators starts to unfold. The brothers
explore a culture that is starkly different from Spain, and in the midst of
discovering what it means to grow the perfect cocoa beans, they build a
strong friendship—and learn the dangers and delights of forbidden love.
The Hand That First Held Mine - Maggie O'Farrell 2010-04-29
Winner of the 2010 Costa Novel Award and a Sunday Times bestseller,
THE HAND THAT FIRST HELD MINE by Maggie O'Farrell is a
gorgeously written story of love and motherhood from the author of
HAMNET and I AM, I AM, I AM. When the sophisticated Innes Kent turns
up on her doorstep, Lexie Sinclair realises she cannot wait any longer for
her life to begin, and leaves for London. There, at the heart of the 1950s
Soho art scene, she carves out a new life. In the present day, Elina and
Ted are reeling from the difficult birth of their first child. Elina struggles
to reconcile the demands of motherhood with her sense of herself as an
artist, and Ted is disturbed by memories of his own childhood that don't
tally with his parents' version of events. As Ted begins to search for
answers, an extraordinary portrait of two women is revealed, separated
by fifty years, but connected in ways that neither could ever have
expected.
Fate of the Heroes - Lucas Flint 2020-05-27
Resist destiny.Two days. Two days left before the end of the Tournament
of Heroes and the multiverse itself.Bolt has fallen. He's been corrupted
into the villainous Dark Thunder, a brutal enforcer who keeps the other
competitors in line. Meanwhile, Sigil advances his plot to destroy the
multiverse in accordance with the Prophecy practically unopposed.Yet
not all hope is lost. The three remaining heroes--Beams, Trickshot, and
Winter--hatch a daring plan to save Bolt and stop Sigil before it's too late.
They will need the help of Bolt's girlfriend, Blizzard, who holds the key to
returning him to normal.But to save the multiverse, one of the heroes
will have to make the ultimate sacrifice.
A Song for the Dark Times - Ian Rankin 2020-10-01
From the iconic Number One bestseller Ian Rankin, comes one of the
must-read books of the year: A SONG FOR THE DARK TIMES 'Genius ...
Only great novels capture the spirit of the age. This is one of them.' THE
TIMES * * * * * 'He's gone...' When his daughter Samantha calls in the
dead of night, John Rebus knows it's not good news. Her husband has
been missing for two days. Rebus fears the worst - and knows from his
lifetime in the police that his daughter will be the prime suspect. He
wasn't the best father - the job always came first - but now his daughter
needs him more than ever. But is he going as a father or a detective? As
he leaves at dawn to drive to the windswept coast - and a small town
with big secrets - he wonders whether this might be the first time in his
life where the truth is the one thing he doesn't want to find... PRAISE
FOR A SONG FOR THE DARK TIMES: 'Magnificent ... utterly
unputdownable and an immersive pleasure' MARIAN KEYES 'This is
Rankin at his best, Rebus at his best, storytelling that meets the moment
and transcends all genres and expectations' MICHAEL CONNELLY 'An
outstanding addition to one of the finest bodies of work in crime fiction'
MICK HERRON 'Rankin remains the king of the castle' THE TIMES
'Typically compelling' DAILY TELEGRAPH 'Masterly storytelling'
SUNDAY EXPRESS 'Excellent' LIZ NUGENT 'The best that the crime
genre can offer' FT 'Rankin grows better with time . . . Rebus grows ever
more compelling' DAILY MAIL * * * * * PRAISE FOR THE ICONIC
NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER: 'Ian Rankin is a genius' LEE CHILD 'A
master storyteller' GUARDIAN 'Rebus is one of British crime writing's
greatest characters: alongside Holmes, Poirot and Morse' DAILY MAIL
'Great fiction, full stop' THE TIMES 'One of Britain's leading novelists in
any genre' NEW STATESMAN 'Rankin is a phenomenon' SPECTATOR
'Worthy of Agatha Christie at her best' SCOTSMAN 'The king of crime
fiction' SUNDAY EXPRESS
The First and Last Freedom - Jiddu Krishnamurti 2010-10-05
Krishnamurti is a leading spiritual teacher of our century. In The First
and Last Freedom he cuts away symbols and false associations in the
search for pure truth and perfect freedom. Through discussions on
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suffering, fear, gossip, sex and other topics, Krishnamurti’s quest
becomes the readers, an undertaking of tremendous significance.
The Wonders - Elena Medel 2022-03
"Through the rich inner lives of two ordinary, unforgettable women,
award-winning Spanish poet Elena Medel brings a half-century of the
feminist movement to life, revealing the simmering truth that money is
ultimately the limiting factor in most women's lives"-The Only Daughter - A.b. Yehoshua 2023-04-11
From the internationally acclaimed, award-winning Israeli author, a
stunning novella that brilliantly illuminates a young girl's crisis of faith
and coming of age in Padua, Italy. Rachele Luzzato is twelve years old
when she learns her father is gravely ill. While her family plans for her
upcoming Bat-Mitzvah, Rachele finds herself cast as the Madonna in her
school's Christmas play. Caught between spiritual poles, struggling to
cope with her father's mortality, Rachele feels as if the threads of her
everyday life are unravelling. A diverse circle of adults are there to guide
young Rachele as she faces the difficult passing of childhood, including
her charismatic Jewish grandfather, her maternal Catholic grandparents,
and even an old teacher who believes the young girl might find solace in
a nineteenth-century novel. These spiritual tributaries ultimately
converge in Rachele's imagination, creating a fantasy that transcends the
microcosm of her daily life with one simple hope: an end to the loneliness
felt by an only daughter. In this wondrous story that combines the
piercing wisdom of Nicole Krauss's The History of Love, the poignancy of
Elena Ferrante's My Brilliant Friend; and the magical flight of Aimee
Bender's The Particular Sadness of Lemon Cake, A. B. Yehoshua paints a
warm and subtle portrait of a young girl at the cusp of her journey into
adulthood.
Poems and Antipoems: a Selection - N. Parra 1968

years' authoritative research, including extensive interviews with those
in power. The celibacy of priests, the condemnation of the use of
contraceptives, the cover up of countless cases of sexual abuse, the
resignation of Benedict XVI, misogyny among the clergy, the dramatic
fall in Europe of the number of vocations to the priesthood, the plotting
against Pope Francis – all these issues are clouded in mystery and
secrecy. In the Closet of the Vatican is a book that reveals these secrets
and penetrates this enigma. It derives from a system founded on a
clerical culture of secrecy which starts in junior seminaries and
continues right up to the Vatican itself. It is based on the double lives of
priests and on extreme homophobia. The resulting schizophrenia in the
Church is hard to fathom. But the more a prelate is homophobic, the
more likely it is that he is himself gay. 'Behind rigidity there is always
something hidden, in many cases a double life'. These are the words of
Pope Francis himself and with them the Pope has unlocked the Closet.
No one can claim to really understand the Catholic Church today until
they have read this book. It reveals a truth that is extraordinary and
disturbing.
Tamara Drewe - Posy Simmonds 2008
Having transformed herself with plastic surgery, newspaper columnist
Tamara Drewe uses her newfound confidence and power of attraction
recklessly as she embarks on an affair with a married detective novelist,
while two teens, aware of her torrid affair, send out e-mails from her
computer, with unexpected and dark consequences. Original.
You shall not kill - Julia Navarro 2019-12-16
«You shall not kill, son, you shall not kill, because no man can be the
same after taking another man's life.» Fernando, a young literary editor
and the son of a persecuted Spanish Republican, decides to flee a Spain
battered by the Civil War. His friends, Catalina and Eulogio, escaping
their own circumstances, join him in the adventure. The three young
friends live a great story of unwavering friendship and loyalty which
takes them on a journey through Second World War Alexandria, occupied
Paris, Lisbon, Prague, Boston and Chile. An ode to friendship Fernando,
Catalina and Eulogio have grown together in a Madrid neighborhood
close to the Encarnación convent. The Spanish Civil War has just ended
and the young trio try to recover from the impact it had on their lives and
those of their families. Fernando lives with his mother, Isabel, awaiting
his father's liberation -incarcerated because of his Republican ideals-,
hoping for an absolution that never arrives. Catalina lives on the same
street. Her family has come to ruins during the Civil War and in order to
confront their debts, her father plans to marry her to a man she despises.
Eulogio is the one whose war losses are greatest. His father died in
combat and he himself returned from war a cripple after a heroic act
which saved Marvin's life, a young American who arrived in Spain in
1936 to study literature, and when war broke, decided to stay and
portray the pain of conflict in a celebrated poem anthology. The future's
perspectives look grimmer each day for the three friends. They decide to
unite their destinies and embark on a new life away from Madrid to save
the little that they have left.
The German Girl - Armando Lucas Correa 2016-10-18
AN INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER Featured in Entertainment Weekly,
People, The Millions, and USA TODAY “An unforgettable and resplendent
novel which will take its place among the great historical fiction written
about World War II.” —Adriana Trigiani, bestselling author of The
Shoemaker's Wife A young girl flees Nazi-occupied Germany with her
family and best friend, only to discover that the overseas refuge they had
been promised is an illusion in this “engrossing and heartbreaking”
(Library Journal, starred review) debut novel, perfect for fans of The
Nightingale, Lilac Girls, and The Tattooist of Auschwitz. Berlin, 1939.
Before everything changed, Hannah Rosenthal lived a charmed life. But
now the streets of Berlin are draped in ominous flags; her family’s fine
possessions are hauled away; and they are no longer welcome in the
places they once considered home. A glimmer of hope appears in the
shape of the St. Louis, a transatlantic ocean liner promising Jews safe
passage to Cuba. At first, the liner feels like a luxury, but as they travel,
the circumstances of war change, and the ship that was to be their
salvation seems likely to become their doom. New York, 2014. On her
twelfth birthday, Anna Rosen receives a mysterious package from an
unknown relative in Cuba, her great-aunt Hannah. Its contents inspire
Anna and her mother to travel to Havana to learn the truth about their
family’s mysterious and tragic past. Weaving dual time frames, and
based on a true story, The German Girl is a beautifully written and
deeply poignant story about generations of exiles seeking a place to call
home.
Homeland - Fernando Aramburu 2019-03-05

The Pier Falls - Mark Haddon 2016-05-10
From Mark Haddon, author of The Curious Incident of the Dog in the
Night-Time, A Spot of Bother, and The Red House, nine dazzling stories
diverse in style but united in emotional power The tales in Mark
Haddon’s lyrical and uncompromising new collection take many
forms—Victorian adventure story, science fiction, morality tale,
contemporary realism—but they all showcase his virtuoso gifts as a
stylist and the deep well of empathy that made his three bestselling
novels so compelling. The characters here are often isolated physically or
estranged from their families, yet they yearn for connection. In
aggregate the stories become a meditation on the essential aloneness of
the human condition but also on the connections, however tenuous and
imperfect, that link people to one another. In the title story, an unnamed
narrator describes with cool precision a catastrophe that strikes a
seaside town, both tearing lives apart and bringing them together. In the
prizewinning story “The Gun,” a boy’s life is marked by the afternoon he
encounters a semiautomatic pistol belonging to his friend’s older
brother; in “The Island,” a Greek princess is abandoned on an island by
her abductor; in “The Boys Who Left Home to Learn Fear,” a group of
adventurers travel deep into the Amazonian jungle but discover the
gravest danger lurking among their own number; and in “The
Woodpecker and the Wolf,” a woman wonders whether she has chosen to
travel to Mars only to escape the entanglement of human relationships
back here on Earth. Drawing inventively from history, myth, folktales,
and modern life, The Pier Falls showcases Haddon’s immense gifts of
invention and penetrating insight.
First Person Singular - Haruki Murakami 2021-04-06
NATIONAL BEST SELLER • A mind-bending new collection of short
stories from the internationally acclaimed, best-selling author. • “Some
novelists hold a mirror up to the world and some, like Haruki Murakami,
use the mirror as a portal to a universe hidden beyond it.” —The Wall
Street Journal The eight stories in this new book are all told in the first
person by a classic Murakami narrator. From memories of youth,
meditations on music, and an ardent love of baseball, to dreamlike
scenarios and invented jazz albums, together these stories challenge the
boundaries between our minds and the exterior world. Occasionally, a
narrator may or may not be Murakami himself. Is it memoir or fiction?
The reader decides. Philosophical and mysterious, the stories in First
Person Singular all touch beautifully on love and solitude, childhood and
memory. . . all with a signature Murakami twist.
In the Closet of the Vatican - Frederic Martel 2019-02-21
The New York Times Bestseller '[An] earth-shaking exposé of clerical
corruption' - National Catholic Reporter In the Closet of the Vatican
exposes the rot at the heart of the Vatican and the Roman Catholic
Church today. This brilliant piece of investigative writing is based on four
patria-ebook-fernando-aramburu-descargar-libro-o
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During the Spanish Civil War, two girls, Harmony and Rose, are sent to
Russia for their safekeeping. They develop a close friendship with
another refugee child, Leo. This is a charming story in which parents
struggle to do the right thing, children grow up ahead of time and
dreams become reality for those who remain persistent.
Seven Empty Houses - Samanta Schweblin 2022-10-18
Winner of the 2022 National Book Award for Translated Literature A
blazing new story collection that will make you feel like the house is
collapsing in on you, from the 3 time International Booker Prize finalist,
"lead[ing] a vanguard of Latin American writers forging their own 21stcentury canon.” –O, the Oprah magazine The seven houses in these seven
stories are strange. A person is missing, or a truth, or memory; some
rooms are enticing, some unmoored, others empty. But in Samanta
Schweblin's tense, visionary tales, something always creeps back inside:
a ghost, a fight, trespassers, a list of things to do before you die, a child's
first encounter with darkness or the fallibility of parents. In each story,
twists and turns will unnerve and surprise: Schweblin never takes the
expected path and instead digs under the skin, revealing surreal truths
about our sense of home, of belonging, and of the fragility of our
connections with others. This is a masterwork from one of our most
brilliant modern writers.
Let No One Sleep - Juan José Millás García 2022
"After the IT firm where she works shuts down, Lucía has a vision of her
future career as a taxi driver, brought on by the intoxicating opera
floating through her apartment's air vent. She obtains her taxi license
and meets the neighbor responsible for the music. Calaf, he says, is his
name, also the name of the character from Puccini's Turandot and the
name of the bird Lucía received on her 10th birthday from her longsince-dead mother. When Calaf moves out of her building, Lucía becomes
obsessed, driving through Madrid and searching for him on every corner,
meeting intriguing characters along the way. What follows is a surreal
tale of superstition and coincidence, featuring Millás's singular dark
humor. Let No One Sleep is a delirious novel in which the mundane and
extraordinary collide, art revives and devastates, and identity is
unhinged by the forces of globalized capitalism"-Storm Damages - Magda Alexander 2013-10-05
Elizabeth Watson is a promising law student determined to escape her
improverished roots. Until billionaire Gabriel Storm enters her life and
makes her rethink everything.
The Red Sari - Javier Moro 2015
In the year 1965, Sonia Maino, a 19-year-old Italian student met a young
Indian boy, Rajiv Gandhi, while they were both studying in Cambridge.
She was born into a modest family in suburban Turin, where her father
was a strict man who kept a close eye on his three daughters. Much to
his chagrin, his painfully-shy middle daughter, of whom he was especially
protective, fell in love with a man belonging the most powerful family in
India. This marked the beginning of a story unlike any other - of a
carefree Italian girl who was compelled to take on the murky world of
rajneeti. With information sourced from close friends and colleagues, this
book examines how Sonias courage, honesty and dedication have made
her a leader in the eyes of one-sixth of humanity. From her idyllic
childhood to her passionate love affair and from her days as a docile
daughter-in-law to her current status of being the only Indian politician
to have refused prime ministership.
Orison for a Curlew - Horatio Clare 2018-04-03
The captivating story of the search through Europe for the Slender-billed
curlew which stands on the brink of extinction

The basis for HBO's Patria, named one of the "Best TV Shows of 2020" by
The New York Times In the heart of Spain’s Basque Country, two friends,
Miren and Bittori, find their worlds upended by violence. When Bittori’s
husband runs afoul of the separatist organization ETA, a terrorist group
of which Miren’s son, Joxe Mari, is a member, both women must choose
between their friendship and their families. Moving back and forth in
time and told through the eyes of a rich cast of characters from all walks
of life, Fernando Aramburu’s dazzling novel probes the lasting legacy of
conflict. A work of nearly unbearable suspense, Homeland is a searing
examination of truth, reconciliation, and coming to terms with history.
Grow Up - Ben Brooks 2012-04-24
In this bawdy, raucous, and unabashedly frank novel, youth is certainly
not wasted on the young Hailed as "one of the most hilarious and wellobserved accounts of teenage debauchery you are ever likely to read" by
the trendsetting British lifestyle magazine Dazed & Confused, Ben
Brooks's Grow Up is a shocking, stylish, and very modern coming-of-age
story. As Jasper J. Wolf careens through high school, his list of to-dos
includes: get high with friends, seduce the hottest girl in school, and, last
but not least, expose his stepfather as a murderer. But as growing up
soon teaches him, what he wants and what he gets are often wildly
different—and decidedly unexpected.
The Savage Detectives - Roberto Bolaño 2015-07-16
With an afterword by Natasha Wimmer. Winner of the Herralde Prize
and the Rómulo Gallegos Prize. Natasha Wimmer’s translation of The
Savage Detectives was chosen as one of the ten best books of 2007 by
the Washington Post and the New York Times. New Year’s Eve 1975,
Mexico City. Two hunted men leave town in a hurry, on the desert-bound
trail of a vanished poet. Spanning two decades and crossing continents,
theirs is a remarkable quest through a darkening universe – our own. It
is a journey told and shared by a generation of lovers, rebels and
readers, whose testimonies are woven together into one of the most
dazzling Latin American novels of the twentieth century.
Evergreen Falls - Kimberley Freeman 2015-08-04
From internationally bestselling author Kimberley Freeman comes a
captivating new novel about a scandalous attraction, a long-forgotten
secret, and a place where two women’s lives are changed forever. It’s
1926 and Violet Armstrong is a waitress at the grand Evergreen Spa
Hotel, where Australia’s glitterati are spending a winter vacation. Among
the guests who remain are Sam and Flora Honeychurch-Blacks, a
wealthy brother and sister ensconced in the hotel for an extended stay.
Violet and Sam have an attraction that is as passionate as it is forbidden
as the hotel closes down for the winter season. When a snowstorm moves
in, trapping them all, no one could have imagined what would unfold.
The group must let their secrets be buried by the snow, but all snow
melts, exposing the truth beneath… Eighty-eight years later, Lauren
Beck takes a job at a café in the Blue Mountains, built as the first stage
of the Evergreen Spa Hotel’s return to grandeur. There she meets
Tomas, the Danish architect overseeing the project. As their budding
relationship grows, Lauren discovers a series of passionate love letters
dating back to 1926 that allude to a whirlwind affair—and a tragic secret.
Lauren begins to unravel this long-forgotten mystery, but will
discovering the truth finally make her brave enough to take a risk that
could change her entire life? Inspired by elements of her grandmother’s
life, Kimberley Freeman has created a complex tale of mystery,
heartbreak, and love that will keep you guessing with every twist until
the very last page.
Sad Weapons - Marina Mayoral 2019-11-08
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